This collection of twenty-two essays is based upon a conference held at the Chemical Heritage Foundation in Philadelphia in July 2006, an event featured in the *New York Times*. It covers medieval alchemy to mid-eighteenth century metallurgy, a discipline classified as "chymistry". "Chymistry" is consciously used by Lawrence Principe to assert that it is an anachronism to make clear distinctions between alchemy and chemistry in this period. For instance, early modern "chymists" attempted to transmute metals into gold, considered an "alchemical" practice, yet additionally performed experiments involving mass balance or crystallographic analysis that today would be considered "chemical".

As Stephen Clucas notes in his essay, it is also not so simple to cite early modern discontent (such as that of Robert Boyle in his *Sceptical chymist*) with alchemy\'s obscure language and secretive practice as an explanation for alchemy\'s decline and the rise of exact experimentalism. As an example, because the French chymist Samuel Duclos was informed by a vitalist and alchemical tradition, he was characterized historiographically as a scientist of "misleading obscurity" (p. 181). But as Victor Boantza\'s essay demonstrates, the truth was more complex. Duclos was a talented and exact experimentalist who mounted an effective critique of the corpuscularianism of Robert Boyle. Indeed, this volume demonstrates that changes in chymical practice were accompanied by larger epistemological issues of the "Scientific Revolution"---namely "the rising fortunes of experimental philosophy, and the declining fortunes of hermeneutics" (p. 51).

Chymistry was also set in a larger socio-economic and cultural context. Tara Nummedal\'s paper 'On the utility of alchemical fraud' gives valuable insights into the nature of scientific authority, as well as revealing chymistry\'s ties to the material resources of the early modern state. Matter theory, creation, and religion are constant themes. Dane Daniel analyses the early reception of Paracelsian theology in the Germanies. Margaret Garber examines Jesuit debates in the 1630s about a theory of seminal principles supported by chymical transmutation versus Scholastic hylomorphism. Garber reveals the extent to which these debates affected theories of transubstantiation, a volatile issue in the aftermath of the Counter-Reformation. Hiro Hirai explores the Jesuit polymath Athanasius Kircher\'s theories of spontaneous generation, which he perceptively attributes to a combination of corpuscularism, Paracelsian chemical ideas, and early modern concepts of a "plastic power" (p. 87). I would like to have seen in Hirai\'s piece a larger discussion of Joseph Du Chesne, who anticipated a good deal of Kircher\'s thinking on this subject, particularly about salts and generation.

There are several interdisciplinary essays. Marcos Martinón-Torres and R Werner Soukup utilize archaeology to unearth early instrumentation. Bruce Moran and Barbara Obrist perform cogent visual analyses of alchemical emblems and illuminated manuscripts, and Wouter J Hanegraaff deciphers the verbal symbolism of Giovanni da Corregio\'s Renaissance manuscript on the philosopher\'s stone. Allison Kavey has written a thought-provoking piece about alchemical sexual metaphors and gender malleability.

The final theme concerns studies of prominent chymists, patronage, and the transmission of ideas. Gabriele Ferrario analyses the origins and transmissions of the *Liber de aluminibus et salibus*, one of the most famous books of medieval Arabic alchemy. Peter Forshaw examines the medieval and early modern responses to Hermes Trismegistus' *Emerald tablet*. As part of his effort to digitize Newton\'s chymistry, William Newman discusses an undiscovered manuscript concerning metallic generation and the role of gur, or vitriolic liquid (sulphuric acid) believed by early modern miners to indicate ores. Mining and chemistry are revisited in Hjalmar Fors' analysis of the Swedish Board of Mines (1680--1760). Royal patronage is the theme of Didier Kahn\'s essay on King Henry IV of France and Paracelsianism. French connections are also explored by Luc Peterschmitt\'s work on French Cartesians and chemistry, and Bernard Joly examines the intellectual quarrels between chymists at the Académie Royale de Sciences in the early eighteenth century. John C Powers and Ku-Ming (Kevin) Chang further elucidate transitions in eighteenth-century chymistry, with analyses of Herman Boerhaave and George Ernst Stahl.

Finally, Claus Priesner analyses alchemy and the Enlightenment among the Rosicrucians, who saw its eighteenth-century practice as part of a discussion of the price of the triumph of rationality. The possibilities of chemical transmutation still had a hold on Enlightenment thinkers, just as Principe\'s volume shows that they do for scholars today. *Chymists and chymistry* is a nicely produced conference proceedings and a significant addition to the history of chemistry.
